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Abstract 
In this paper, an analytical approach is proposed for 

planning finger positions of an object with multifingered 
hand. At first, a method is given to obtain which combi- 
nation of the object edges is possible to be used for gmsp- 
ing. Then, Graspable Finger Position Region (GFPR) 
on a combination of edges is defined where the object 
can be held successfully. It is shown that the region 
is bounded by several bounday hyperplanes. With the 
combining these bounda y hyperplanes, two propositions 
for analytically and exactly obtaining the GFPR am 
proposed. And, an algorithm is proposed to find the 
Stable GFPR that contains the biggest inscribed hyper- 
sphere of GFPR and has the larger volume. Lastly, nu- 
merical example is performed to show the effectiveness 
of the proposed grasp planning approach. 
1 Introduction 

The grasp of an object by a robot hand is a primitive 
but very important subtask in automatic systems. Ad- 
vanced applications sometimes require multiple robotic 
fingers to perform a task coordinately. Therefore, de- 
termination of the stable grasp of an object is a funda- 
mental and important issue. 

In literatures, finger position and finger force on an 
object were treated as variables simultaneously. The 
problem of solving the graspable finger position regions 
of an object was dealt with as a nonlinear problem. 
The finger positions were computed by the method of 
scanning every sample points selected on the object, 
which is complicated and the computing load is large. 

About the finger forces, the methods for constructing 
of the force-closure and the form-closure were proposed 
in [1]-[4]. About finger position regions for multifin- 
gered hand, many attempts have been made by ana- 
lytical method. In [4], maximal object segments were 
obtained, where fingers were positioned independently 
while ensuring force-closure. Omata proposed an algo- 
rithm for approximately computing the positions of fin- 
gertips with maintaining equilibrium when a polyhedral 
object is grasped [5],  but computation load dependents 
the sample points on each edge selected for scanning 
computation and is large [8]. The object grasp regions 
has not been exactly solved by analytical method yet. 

Work on grasp stable analysis can be found in [3] 
and [6], they minimize the worst-case forces needed to 
balance any direction of forces acting on the center of 
gravity of the object, but these methods are only suit- 
able for 3 or 4 fingers. 

Thereby, the purpose of this paper is that: (1) we 
will exactly determine the graspable finger position re- 
gions of a given object; (2) we will find the stable finger 
position region using an analytical method. In this pa- 
per, we distinguish candidates from combinations of the 

object edges touched by fingertips. Then, we propose a 
novel method to solve the problem of the finger position 
regions for a grasp edge candidate. Lastly, we give an 
approach to find the stable graspable region from the 
obtained finger position region. 

2 Graspable Edge Candidates 
2.1 Force and Moment Equilibrium 

In this paper, we address the problem of planning 
stable grasps of a flat polygonal object. We focus on 
force closure grasps, such that arbitrary planar forces 
and torques acting on the grasped object can be bal- 
anced by the contact forces exerted with the hgers. 

The discussion is based on two assumptions: (1) the 
object is a 2D polygon with definite geometric shape; 
(2) at  least 2 fingertips of a hand touch the object by 
point contact with Coulomb friction, and the contact 
point of fingertips on each edge is not more than one. 

We assume that arbitrary fingertip contact forces 
satisfying the friction condition can be exerted at ev- 
ery contact point. The force closure can be achieved 
while the necessary and sufficient condition are satis- 
fied as: (1) (General positioning condition of contact 
points) the set of contact points includes two different 
points in 2D case; (2) (Existence condition of non-zero 
internal force) there exists a set of contact forces such 
that the resultant force and moment are 0, the Giction 
condition is satisfied, and all of the finger forces are not 
0 simultaneously. With respect to a frame C, as shown 
in Fig.1, fi  E Ra is the applied force of ith finger, and 
its direction is inward the object. e i l  E R2 and ei2 E Ra 
are the edge vectors (inward the object) of the friction 
cone. k l  and k2 denote the magnitudes of the force f 
in eil and ei2 respectively. f can be described by the 

For a force closure grasp with n(n 2 2) fingers, the 
force equilibrium and moment equilibrium conditions 

n n 

Cf;=C(kieii-Hcizeiz)=O E RZ, k i l ,  kiz 2 0, (2) 
i=l i=l 

n n 

C r i ~ f j = C r i ~ i i e i i + l c i z e i ~ ) = O  E RI, k i i ,  kiz 2 0  ( 3 )  
i=l i= 1 

Finger n 

Object 
Y 

Figure 1: Fingertip forces and fingertip positions 
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must be satisfied, where ri E R2 is the position vector 
of ith finger, d l  of ki l ,  hi2 will not become 0 at the same 
time, and 8 denotes the cross product of vectors. 
2.2 Selecting Edge Candidates 

We select candidates for the successful grasp from 
all combinations of the object edges by using the force 
equilibrium condition eq. (2), that can be rewritten as 

E1 k =  0 E R2, k 2 0,  (4) 
A 

A 
El=[eii e12 e21 e22 en1 enz] ERzXZ", ( 5 )  

k=[k i i  kiz  k21 kzz ... knl knzlT E R2". (6) 
The solution set of k in eq.(4) can be represented by a 
convex polyhedral cone [7], that is 

k = H l a  = [hu, hla, . a - ,  hlm]a, Q 2 0, (7) 

(8) 

where hlj, j = 1,2,. . . , m are span vectors of the poly- 
hedral cone. a is a coefficient vector representing the 
component of hl, , j  = 1,2,. . . , m. If IC does not exist, 
the combination of edges can be excluded. If IC exists, 
the combination of edges will be one of graspable can- 
didates. 
3 Graspable Finger Posit ion Regions 
3.1 

~ y = [ a 1  A a2 a m I T E R m ,  

Boundary Hyperplanes of Finger Posi- 
tion Region 

The fingertip position vector on ith edge can be de- 
scribed as 

where roi E R2 is a vertex position vector of ith edge, 
ti E Ra the direction vector of the edge, and l i  the 
position variable (see Fig.1). When the length of i th 
edge is L,, the bound of l i  is 0 5 li 5 L;. 

For n edges touched by n fingers, let 

r; = rgi f l i t ; ,  i = 1,2,..* ,n, (9) 

(10) 

0 5 l I L ,  (11) 

(12) 

A Z = [ I 1  12 ... lnIT E R" 

refer to a Finger Position Vector, whose bounds are 

A L = [Li L2 - * * LnIT E R". 

In this paper, the permissible region of 1 is called as 
Graspable Finger Position Region (GFPR hereafter) 
that meets the force closure grasp, the force and the 
moment equilibrium, and the edge length bounds for 
the stable grasp of a object. 

Substituting eqs.(7) and (9) into eq.(3), the equation 
of variables 1 and a can be obtained as 

(lTA + b)k = (ZTA + b)Hla = 0, a 1 0, (13) 

where A and b are denoted its 

(14) 

[tl@l 0 1 x 2  *. .  01x2 

e12 Om1 Ozxl 02x1 Ozxi 
OzXl e21 e22 02x1 Ozxi GR2nxzn , (15) 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . .  . 

A 
b = [  [ ~ 0 1 @ ) 1  [ ~ o z B ]  ...  TO^@]] EzE RlXZn,  (16) 

(17) 

(18) 

[ti 8 ] = [-Gy tiS] E RlX2< 

[Toi 8 1 = [ - T N ~  ~ O i r ]  E R"'. 

Eq.(13 shows a nonlinear problem with respect to the 

introduce boundary hyperplanes of 1 corresponding to 
the span vectors of polyhedral cone of eq.(7). Then, we 
derive an algorithm to determine the GFPR using the 
boundary hyperplanes. 

Eq.(13) represents a hyperplane of 1 for a given a. 
From eq.(7), the solution set of IC is a convex polyhe- 
dral expressed by m span vectors hlj, j = 1,2,...,m . 
For one span vector hlj where crj  = 1, as = 0, s = 
1,2, .- . ,m, s # j, we can obtain one hyperplane Pj.  
For n span vectors of I C ,  we CM obtain m hyperplanes 

P,={ZI(ZTA+b)hl, =O}, j=1 ,2 , . . . ,m  . (19) 

Each Pj for span vector hlj is a boundary hyperplane of 
the GFPR and divides the finger position configuration 
space R" into two hemi-spaces 

PT = {ZI(ZTA+b)hlj 2 01, j = 1,2,...,m, (20) 
PJT ={ll(ZrA+b)hlj SO), j = l , 2 , . . - , m .  (21) 

variabes i Z and a. To solve the problem linearly, we 

3.2 

According to eq.(13), the graspable finger position 
vector 1 corresponding two span vectors hl, and hl, of 
IC exists in the following set (see Fig.2) 

GFPR Formed by Two Hyperplanes 

Wqr={Z I (Z*A + b) h ~ q * q  + ( lTA+ b) hlr a r d ,  - a q ,  ~ ~ ~ 2 0 ) .  (22) 

Ey(22) shows that Wqr is the linear combination of 
(1 A+b)hl, and (Z%fb)hl, depending on a, and a,. 
Because of a,, ar 2 0,  the set of 1 satisfying eq.(22) can 
be obtained by the following proposition. 

Proposition 1: Corresponding to the region be- 
tween the two span vectors h, and h, of k ,  the set 
Wqr can be represented using the set of U,, between 
the boundary hyperplanes P ,  and Pr, where U,, is ex- 
pressed as follows (which has been proved in [SI) 

U,, = CJiruu:r 3 (23) 
u& =P:nP;,  u;, = p p  np,'. (24) 

From the length bounds of object edge, 0 5 1 5 L, 

,'... 

Boundary hyperplanes 

Figure 2: Force polyhedral cone and boundary 
planes 

hyper- 
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Figure 3: Two convex polyhedrons 

U,, will be divided into 2 convex polyhedrons(shown 
in Fig.3) as the following: 

V~,=(ZI(Z%+b)hi,>O, (lTA+b)hi,lO, 051<L}, (25) 
V:,={ZI(Z?4+b)hiq~0, (l?4+b)hlr 20, O<l<L}. (26) 

Thus, the GFPR can be represented by 
Vqr = V:r U Vir, (27) 

and Vi,  or V:, can be represented such as 
D D 

l = x l v d P d ,  P d Z 0 ,  x P d = I r  (28) 
d=l d= 1 

where, lvd, d = 1,2, -. 1 ,  D are the vertexes, p d  is the 
barycentric coordinates. The GFPRs are located in the 
union set of the all of the Vir and Vi,. Generally the 
union set is a polyhedron but not a convex. 
3.3 GFPR Formed by m Hyperplanes 

Now, we give a method for obtaining GFPR formed 
by m hyperplanes. According to  eq.(13), for the set 
of k formed by m span vectors, the set of 1 can be 
represented by 

WI= l)x(ZTA+b)hij~j=O, aj20, j = l , 2 , . * *  ,m . (29) 

From m span vectors of I C ,  m hyperplanes of Pj ,  j = 
1,2, .  . ., m are obtained. 

Proposition 2: For the set of k formed by m span 
vectors, the set W [  can be expressed by the union set 
U1 of all of the set U,, 

{ m  j = 1  1 
m 

U I  = U uqr = 9 (u&U U&), (30) 
p,r=l,q#r q,r=l,q#v 

where U,, is formed by 2 arbitrary hyperplanes P ,  and 
P,,  q, r = 1,2 , .  . . , m, q # r (which has been proved in 
the literature [SI). 

Moreover, by considering the length bounds of object 
edges, from proposition 2 and eq.(27), the GFPR can 
be expressed as 

(31) 

4 Determining Stable GFPR 
In the previous section, the GFPR has been obtained 

as an union set of convex polyhedrons, but is not a 
convex polyhedron. In general, the stabler grasp can 
be achieved at  these h g e r  configuration points where 
the distances between the points and each hyperplane 

Figure 4 Convex set formed by 2 and 3 boundary hy- 
perplanes 

of GFPR polyhedron are farther. If we can iind the 
biggest inscribed hypersphere of the GFPR polyhedron, 
the grasp near to the center of the hypersphere will be 
stabler, when a few errors of the contact points on the 
actual object exist. In addition, if the volume of a con- 
vex polyhedron of GFPR containing the hypersphere is 
larger, the stable finger position region is larger. 

From what has been said above, for the obtained 
GFPR polyhedron, the Stable GFPR is defined as the 
convex polyhedron that contains the biggest inscribed 
hypersphere of the GFPR, and has larger volume. 
4.1 Convex Polyhedron of Containing 

In fact, for a GFPR formed by a boundary hyper- 
planes, the convex polyhedrons in the GFPR are encir- 
cled by the plural boundary hyperplanes from 2 to m 
and object edge length bounds. In this paper, we give 
a proposition for considering what convex polyhedron 
the biggest inscribed hypersphere may lie in. 

For the finger position set formed 
by m boundary hyperplanes, the convex set U:, is en- 
closed by the 2 arbitrary boundary hyperplanes P z  and 
P; , and the U:, is enclosed by Pp and P:. The convex 
sets, that are enclosed by plural boundary hyperplanes 
including P: and P; ,  belong to U:,. The convex sets, 
that are enclosed by plural boundary hyperplanes in- 
cluding P i  and P:, belong to U:,. 

At first, we consider the convex sets formed 
by 3 boundary hyperplanes. A hyperplane P ,  is chosen 
from m hyperplanes arbitrarily. Because P a  does not 
pardel  to  P ,  or P,,  the 2 convex sets that are enclosed 
by P:, P;  and Pa(q # r # s) are represented as 

u:f = (p,+np; nP$) c (P:nP;) = U:,, 
uif = (p,+np; np;) c (P,+np;) = U:,. 

Biggest Hypersphere of GFPR 

proposition 3: 

proof 

(32) 
(33) 

Similarly, the 2 convex sets that are enclosed by P i ,  
P,' and P,(q # T # 8 )  are represented as 

U:: = (P;nPf nPt) c (P;nPf) = U:,, 
U:? = (P;nP: nP;) c (PpnPf) = U& 

(34) 
(35) 

From eqs. 32 - 35), we have 
U::CU!,, )&cU:,, tJ::CU:,, U:?CU&. (36) 

Thus, the convex sets enclosed by P;,  P; and P, (q  # 
r # s) belong to the convex set U,, enclosed by P;, P ;  . 
The convex sets enclosed by P; , P$ and P .  (q # T # s) 
belong to the convex set U$ enclosed by Pi, P:. 
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Figure 5: Distance from point to hyperplane 

By the same way, we can also draw the conclusion 
that the convex sets enclosed by dural hvmmlanes in- 
cluding P i ,  P; (or P; ,  P:J defong to the convex sets 
U!, (or U!-). v ,  . 

From $;position 3, taking the object edge length 
limits 0 5 1 5 L into account, for the GFPR formed 
by m hyperplanes, the convex sets that are encircled by 
more than 2 hyperplanes including P,,  P,, and object 
edge length bounds, belong to the convex polyhedrons 
~ & o r V $ . ( q ,  r = 1 ,  2 , . . . ,  m, q + r ) .  

Therefore, the biggest inscribed hypersphere of the 
convex polyhedron, that is enclosed by more than 2 
hyperplanes including P,,  P ,  and edge length bounds, 
belongs to the convex polyhedron V& or Vir. It can 
be seen that the biggest inscribed hypersphere of the 
GFPR lies in the convex polyhedrons Vt, or V& (q, T = 
1, 2 , - . * , m ,  42'). 
4.2 Distances from One Point to Hyper- 

planes of Convex Polyhedron 
The radius of an inscribed hypersphere i s  the dis- 

tance from the hypersphere center to the tangent hy- 
perplane of the convex polyhedron. To find the biggest 
inscribed hypersphere of a convex polyhedron, we con- 
sider the distances from one point to the hyperplanes. 

As shown in Fig.5, each convex polyhedron Vi, or 
V:, of GFPR is formed by the boundary hyperplanes 

(ZTA+b)hy=O, j = q , r ,  q#r, 9 , ~ = 1 , 2 , . . * , m ,  (37) 

and the edge bound hyperplanes 
l i  = 0, li = Li, i = 1 ,2 , .  - .  , n. (38) 

(a j ,  I!) = bj ,  j = 1,2, ., J, (39) 
We can rewrite these hyperplanes as 

- 1  

where, J is the number of the hyperplanes forming the 
convex polyhedron. a; is the normal vector (inward the 
convex polyhedron shown in Fig.5) of the hyperplane 
P j .  aj and 6; for eq.(37) can be obtained as 

(40) a; = Ahlj,  3 = -bhl j ,  if (ITA + b)hlj 2 0, 

a; = -Ahij, 83 = bhlj ,  if (ITA+ b)hlj 5 0,  (41) 

for eq.(38), aj and b; can be obtained as 
a;=@ O...O]T~Rnxt &j=O, i f Z i = O ,  (42) 

3 -  

aj=p . . .p -2 o . . . o l T ~ W X 1 ,  &=-L;,  i f ~ i = ~ i ( 4 3 )  

As shown in Fig& 1; is the intersection of the hy- 

j  

Figure 6: Inscribed hyperspheres of 2D polyhedron 

perplane Pi and the normd line lC1; of P;.  
distance from the point 1, to Pi .  We have 

is the 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

1, - 1' - tc.a:. 3 -  3 3 

Since the point 1; is on Pj ,  from eq.(39) we have 
(at, J 1:)  J =5-  j' 

t! I J  = (a- ,  lc) - 3, 3 = 1,2, - a , J. 
Eqs.(44) and (45) give the distance t: as 

4.3 Biggest Inscribed Hypersphere of Con- 
vex Polyhedron 

Let us consider the biggest inscribed hypersphere 
for each convex polyhedron Vi, or V& (q, r = 
1 ,2 , .  ... m, q # r ) .  Then, we will determine the biggest 
inscribed hypersphere of GFPR. 

As shown in Fig.G(a), for a 2D polyhedron, the center 
of an inscribed hypersphere is determined by 2 bisec- 
tors of 2 interior angles formed by 3 hyperplanes. In 
the same way, for an nD polyhedron, the center of an 
inscribed hypersphere is determined by n bisectors of n 
interior angles formed by (n + 1) hyperplanes. 

Now, we consider the method for determining the 
inscribed hyperspheres of an nD convex polyhedron 
formed by J ( J  2 (n + 1)) hyperplanes. At first, (n + 1) 
hyperplanes are chosen arbitrarily from J hyperplanes. 
The inscribed hypersphere for these (n+ 1) hyperplanes 
can be solved. Since the distances from the center of 
the inscribed hypersphere to the tangent hyperplanes 
are radiuses and meet 

...... t; = t; = tin+1] = ~ c .  (47) 

(al, z,) - 81 = (az, le) - 82,  (48) 

(al, - Sr = (a3, lc) - 83 ,  (49) 

= 

From eq.(46), we rewrite the above equation as 

.............................. 
(a19 l c )  - 61 = (a(n+i), lc) - b(n+l)* (50) 

The inscribed hypersphere satisfying eqs.(48) N (50 is 
one hypersphere inscribed the (n + 1) hyperplanes do- 
sen from J hyperplanes of the nD convex polyhedron. 
But it may not be an inscribed hypersphere of the con- 
vex polyhedron (reference Fig.G(c)). 

Then, according to eq.( 46), the coefficient of the dis- 
tance t!. from 1, to hyperplanes forming convex polyhe- 
dron and radius rc can be obtained. If 

3 

r c < t ; ,  ;= 1 ,2 , . . . , J  (51) 
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is met, the hypersphere is one of inscribed hyperspheres 
of the convex polyhedron (see Fig.G(b)). 

For a convex polyhedron Vir or V$ formed by J 
hyperplanes, the number of inscribed hyperspheres for 
hyperplane combinations is JC(,+l). If the number of 
the hyperspheres satisfying eqs.(48)-(51) is N, the ra- 
dius of the biggest inscribed hypersphere is given as 

(52) 
where, T I ,  ~ 2 ,  , rN  represent the radiuses of the in- 
scribed hyperspheres for hyperplane combinations. 

Nrthermore, for the GFPR polyhedron, the biggest 
inscribed hyperspheres for Viv and V&.(q, r = 1, 2, 
... ,m, q # r )  can be obtained. If the radiuses of these 
hyperspheres are given as rcmaxl, T c m a z ,  ***,rCmar&, 
the radius of the biggest inscribed hypersphere for 
GFPR is 

(53) 
The convex polyhedron containing the above hyper- 
sphere will be selected. If plural convex polyhedrons 
containing the biggest hypersphere with the same ra- 
dius exist, it is need to compare their volumes further. 
4.4 Volume of Convex Polyhedron 

The volumes of convex polyhedrons can be obtained 
by the method expressed in [9]. 

To solve the volume for an nD convex polyhedron, at 
first, we must subdivide the nD convex polyhedron into 
simplexes, each of which can be given by its vertexes. 
For example, an nD simplex is given by the its vertexes 
as lull lu2, . , Then, its volume V, is 

= max (r1, rz, - * . , r ~ } ,  

rcma = max {TcmwIr r c m m 2 ,  ***,rcmaxfi}- 

kzi - 
IC = kza - Iijij If a nD convex polyhedron is subdivided into S sim- 

plexes, the volume of the polyhedron can be given as 
S - v = pa. (55) 

S=l 

5 Numerical Example 
We give a numerical example using the proposed ap- 

For the object shown in Fig.7, the vertex positions 
proach to determine the Stable GFPR with 3 fingers. 

of the object with respect to CO are: 

p7, 7.000 c o z = ~ . ~ ~ o ] ,  2.000 y-q, 2.000 ro4=~.000~ 7.000 * 

The direction vectors of the edges are: 

t l=[ - l :OOo] ’ tz=[O:OOO]’ *=[ 0.704’ t4=[ 0.00d * 

The lengths of the edges are: 

0 000 1 000 -0.707 -1.000 

Li = 5.000, Lz = 11.000, Ls = 7.071, L4 = 6.000. 

The coefficient of friction between the object and fin- 

rO.OOO 0.000 0.566 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.566 
0.707 0.000 0.424 0.707 
0.000 0.707 0.000 0.000 (56) 
0.707 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.707 0.707 0.4241 

- 

- 

gers is set as 0.5, so that we have 
0.894 0.894 -0.447 0.447 

e11=[0.447] ’ e1P’[-0.447] ’ 0.894] ezz=[0.894]1 

Vertex 1 

Vertex 3 
Vertex 2 

Figure 7: Polygonal object of example 
Edge bpunds 

Boundary hyperplanes 

Figure 8: Boundary hyperplanes and edge bounds of 3 
finger grasp 

.............................. 
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Figure 9: Graspable finger position regions for 3 fingers 

0.000 5.000 1.125 0.000 
2.500 0.000 11.000 6.098 
6.000 3.500 0.000 0.000 ][U’]. 5.000 5.000 0.000 0.000 

2.099 5.833 11.000 11.000 
0.000 0.000 0.900 0.000 ps 

P I , . . .  ,h L 0, PI + ... +@E = 1). (64) 

The GFPR V I  therefore has the following form 
4 

VI = U (V;dJv&). (65) 
q,r=Lq#r 

The regions of Vir and V 2  (q,r = 1,2,3,4, q # ;) 
and Vi dre illustrated in Cg.9, where Vir and Vqr, 
(q, r = 1,2,3,4, q # r )  are convex polyhedrons respec- 
tively, while the union set VI is a polyhedron but not 
a convex polyhedron. 
5.2 Determining the Stable GFPR 

For the convex polyhedrons Vkr and V:r (q,r = 
1,2,3,4, q # r )  , the biggest inscribed hypersphere and 
volume of each polyhedron can be obtained based on 
the computing result. Let us see 3 bigger convex poly- 
hedrons having bigger hypersphere shown in Fig.10. 

For the convex polyhedron Vt2,  the radius of the 
biggest inscribed hypersphere and volume 7:2 are 

r,l = 1.768, vf2 = 134.375. (66) 

For the convex polyhedron VT4, the radius rC2 of the 
biggest inscribed hypersphere and volume i7:4 are 

(67) 
-2 

rcz = 1.589, VI4 = 94.833. 

Figure 10: Inscribed hyperspheres of convex polyhe- 
drons for edges 1-2-4 

For Vi3, the radius T 3 of the biggest inscribed hyper- 
sphere and volume & 

rd = 1.559, V23 = 99.532. (68) 
It can be seen that the radius value rg is the biggest. 
Therefore, the convex polyhedron VI, is the Stable 
GFPR for the edge candidate 1-2-4. If the radiuses for 
plural convex polyhedrons are the same, furthermore, 
the volumes of them are compared. 
6 Conclusion 

We presented an analytical approach to plan the sta- 
ble Graspable Finger Position Region (GFPR). At  first, 
we selected graspable candidates from all of the combi- 
nations of the object edges using the force equilibrium 
condition. Then, for a selected candidate, the regions of 
graspable finger position was analyzed by using the mo- 
ment equilibrium condition. It was shown that the re- 
gion is bounded by several boundary hyperplanes. With 
the combining these boundary hyperplanes, two propo- 
sitions were proposed in order to obtain the GFPR ex- 
actly. The region was a polyhedron but not a convex 
polyhedron. Furthermore, the Stable GFPR was given 
by comparing the biggest inscribed hyperspheres and 
the volumes of the convex polyhedrons contained in the 
GFPR. The center part of the the biggest inscribed hy- 
persphere is the stable finger position region. Lastly, 
numerical example were performed to show the effec- 
tiveness of the proposed approach. 
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